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Founded in 1972, 45 years ago, ACMS has a long history
We hope to show more of the ACMS story, including how we have evolved over the years into the company we are today, and also some of
key people involved.

OVERVIEW:The company was formed in 1972 by Peter James (pictured right).
Prior to this Peter originally completed a Refrigeration & Heating Engineering apprenticeship,
worked as an engineer in the marine industry and was also one of the first Marstair distributors.
Peter was well known in the industry for his high standards and work ethic but also his sense of fun. Known for
being of very high principle and integrity he was equally demanding yet caring. He was passionate that engineers
have the fundamental skills & knowledge and was proud of his professionalism and high standards.

The company originally specialised in air conditioning for both installation and maintenance & service,
but at the same time carried out associated mechanical works including ventilation, heating and
plumbing.
The decision was made to recognise and further develop the mechanical side of the business and so
become a full mechanical services company – our name, originally ‘AC Air Conditioning Ltd’,
subsequently became ‘AC Mechanical Services Ltd’, often shortened to ‘ACMS’.

Greg Pilgrim, who was located in our Southampton Office, took over the company from Peter James in 2002 and in
2007 the company was purchased by then directors David Aquilina, Jane Fisher
and Neill Hanley, with David (pictured right) becoming the Managing Director.

With the future of the company in mind, in 2012/3 Steve Walker and Graham Hoskins, having worked with the
company for 34 years in total and with over 50 year’s experience in the industry, both became shareholding
directors.
Over its long history ACMS has adapted to changing markets and now prides itself on serving a wide range of
sectors where we have built relationships with many high profile clients.

The evolution of the company logo can be seen below,
from its very first inception to the very latest up to
date refreshed version created in 2016.

‘WHERE IT BEGAN’

.
Peter James - the original founder
of the company

ACMS were at the premises until 2014 when we moved to Old
Crown House, still in Wotton-under-Edge.

Peter James - the
original founder
of the company

.
The premises are deceiving in that
there are multiple additional buildings
to the rear, as can be seen from the
aerial view below.

The company was first formed in 1972 in the town of Wotton-under-Edge, located in
Gloucestershire.
Originally the company occupied the upstairs office of 22 Bradley Street, seen above.
The company later took on the ground floor and the additional buildings. Then also number 24,
converting it from private residence.

The building was constructed in the early 19th C and has had an
interesting varied history - the buildings to the rear still had walk-in
chillers in place from their previous uses.

Our Southampton office was purchased in 1990 when the company was still AC Air
Conditioning Ltd and we are still located here today.
ACMS originally had an office in Leytonstone but this was later relocated to Laindon in
Basildon.

Staff attending the opening of the Southampton office.
This is has always been the company’s sales/ design office though some of our engineers operate out
of here.
Our Maintenance and Service department also work out of the office.

Previous
ACMS
Company Brochure

Commercial
Director
Graham
Hoskins with VES Ventilation Ltd
salesman Andy Whittingham taking
delivery of the first order of their new
Colourfan Unit – installed at
Portsmouth Continental Port.

‘MANUFACTURER RELATIONSHIPS’

From the early 1970’s to the 1990’s we installed the following British manufacturers.
 Marstair
 IMI (which later incorporated Marstair)
 Qualitair
We were approved distributors for Marstair and received the ‘dealer of the year’ award for a number of years (right – previous Managing
Director, Peter James, receiving the award in 1999).
Japanese manufacturers entered the UK market in the late 1980’s/ early 1990’s when we saw the arrival of Hitachi and Toshiba, though at the
time these were wall mounts only.
We then saw Daikin & Mitsubishi Electric establish themselves in the market where today they have become the prominent manufacturers.
Though the company stayed loyal to the Marstair brand, the competitiveness of the Japanese manufacturers saw them dominate the market we are presently approved installers for Daikin Air Conditioning, Mitsubishi Electric and Toshiba Air Conditioning.

Below is an ‘Authorised Daikin Air Conditioning ‘Dealer/ Installer’ certificate from when the company was AC Air Conditioning Ltd.
Also below are early photographs of previous Daikin and Mitsubishi installations, and also our current approved installer certificates.

‘KEY CLIENTS’

We are proud of our past history
with Lloyds Bank and of the
particularly strong relationship.
We carried out installations across
the country from our earliest days
in early 1970’s up until the early
2000’s.
We also held the maintenance
contract for the entire South West.
We could work in branches varying
from city centres to small towns in
Cornwall.

An early photograph showing Lloyds Bank Bournemouth the 2 ACMS employees are at the branch to carry out Maintenance
& Service which includes the PK units at high level

We do still carry out installation
works for Lloyds Bank and other
banks but no longer direct due to
changes in procurement strategy.

ACMS Christmas lunch with the Lloyds Bank M&E team

Today we have developed relationships with many leading organisations and are proud to have worked with the following clients:

An early photograph showing an installation at Lloyds
Bank Guildford

‘PAST TIMES’
Originally our engineers wore white boiler
suits – this was because Peter James, who
formed the company, came from a marine
background where engineers wore white
boiler suits.
Later the boiler suits changed to blue, as can
be seen in the adjacent photo, until they were
later replaced with work trousers and polo
shirts/ sweatshirts.

Staff at company
Christmas party

Staff at company Christmas party

Previous company owner Greg Pilgrim
Previous Managing Director Peter James
accepting numerous IMI ‘Dealer of the Year’
awards with the present Managing Director
David Aquilina

Peter James can be seen in the photo below alongside Roger Strachan (Contracts
Manager) – Peter and Roger often worked ‘on the tools’ alongside the engineers, on
this occasion at Lloyds Bank, Market Square, Nottingham

‘PEOPLE’
We feel we are sized just right – we have the capability, expertise and experience but offer the ‘personal touch’.
Our clients are able to develop a close working relationship with our teams (from engineer to director level) - they
know that at any time they can just pick up the phone and speak to them directly.
We recognise that people are the key in the delivery of our services to clients.
Our philosophy is maintaining a balance between established, experienced staff and welcoming fresh new faces.
We are proud to have many long served employees - adjacent/ below are details of employee long service according
to total time spent with ACMS. We feel it not only gives stability but maintains the ACMS values & standards and
ensures that these are passed down to others.

Present directors of the company:
David Aquilina (Managing Director), Jane Fisher (Financial Director)
Graham Hoskins (Commercial Director), Steve Walker (Contracts Director)

We are also proud of the opportunities we offer in both the following areas:


Developing people new to the industry
ACMS have given countless people their start in the industry.
In all areas of the company (including engineers/ estimating/ design/ project management etc) we take people
new to the profession and develop them, both through formal training and working alongside our experienced
teams.



Progression within the company
We’re proud of the opportunities we offer for movement within the company including up through it.
We have a strong record for this with the majority of our management having done so - we believe the process,
including experience gained, is of great value.

‘SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS’
We pride ourselves on delivering projects ranging from small local works to multi-million pound projects
across the UK. Below are some of our significant projects delivered to date.

LLOYDS BANKING GROUP, CANON’S HOUSE, BRISTOL
KINGS PLACE/ CONQUEST HOUSE, KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
Multimillion pound mechanical services refurbishment
In order to incorporate an increase in occupancy levels, the mechanical and electrical services of the Canons
House buildings were upgraded.
The buildings remained fully operational throughout the project and therefore the majority of works were
carried out ‘out of hours’.
A dedicated contract manager and site foreman were allocated to this very large project and ensured that
the project was completed to timescale and required standard.
Works included replacement of:

2 no 460KW chiller units;

500 no fan coil units & associated pipework;
Installation of: Steel frame chiller unit enclosure, Floor diffusers, BMS, WC facilities refurbishment,
Domestic services/ sanitaryware, Ventilation and Drainage

Multi-million pound commercial office building mechanical services refurbishment
The building serves as the UK HQ of oil company Saipem.
We were engaged by the main contractor to carry out the design and refurbishment of the mechanical services
installations within the Kings Place and Conquest House office premises.
On this extremely large project we allocated a designated project manager based on site to assist the contract
manager and to co-ordinate the site supervisors and various trades completing the works.
This project required strong organisation and planning to ensure the project deadline was achieved.
The project included supply and installation of:
Chiller plant/ Natural gas fired high efficiency condensing LTHW boilers in 2no plant rooms/ CT (constant temp) & VT
(variable temp) variable speed pump plant/ Internal gas distribution service/ Fresh air supply and extract ventilation to
both buildings/ Car park extract ventilation/ Atrium smoke clearance extract ventilation/ 7no VRV heat pump air
conditioning system/ Controls & BMS/ Radiators within toilet and certain circulation spaces/ New domestic CW storage
tanks and pipework distribution for each building/ WC facilities refurbishment and above ground drainage modification/
Hot water heaters/ Shower facilities/ Over door air curtains

LLOYDS BANKING GROUP, 10 GRESHAM STREET, LONDON
SIEMENS MAGNET TECHNOLOGY, EYNSHAM
785KW roof located chiller unit replacement including ancillary equipment
Maintenance of cooling duty was required due to the critical and important nature of the facility.
The chiller had to be replaced in a very short space of time whilst maintaining cooling duty.
We supplied and installed temporary chiller units, including design and installation of a
connection facility. A parking suspension permit was required due to the need to locate the units
in the street.
Being in Central London a crane lift and road closure was required which required careful
planning.
The project required careful planning and featured in a LBG case study - Scott Keaney, Senior
Property Construction Manager, LBG said ‘This was an extremely challenging project at one of
our key sites from a planning and logistical perspective - all credit to the team for making it such
a successful delivery’

Factory heating and ventilation replacement (including LV distribution/ BMS controls)
The factory produces the magnets for MRI scanners.
We de-commissioned and stripped-out the existing LTHW system (AHU’s & associated pipework)
serving the factory floor, as can be seen the photos above, and installed a replacement VRV system,
also seen above.
The factory production had to remain operational throughout the project and the production plant/
product were of extremely high value and highly susceptible to contamination and damage.
Overhead cranes operated within the factory and so it wasn’t possible to mount any form of access
equipment from ground level. This all presented an extreme challenge.
We were required to implement comprehensive measures to control hazards to personnel and plant/
product - this included construction of a scaffold platform suspended from the roof as can be seen above.
Close working relationships and good communication with all parties was vital to the project.
The contract manager and site foreman ensured that the project was completed without disruption to
the client and without incident.

‘WORDS FROM OUR CLIENTS’

‘I just wanted to thank you and your team for such a great installation!
I know it was a difficult retrofit but Adam did fantastic work and the guys who
came in over the weekend must have worked really hard.
The quality of the installation is fantastic, incredibly neat and tidy! And we were all
impressed with how little disruption was caused during the week and how tidily the
work was done.
Please pass on my thanks to Adam and the team.’

‘Mark has been outstanding at every stage and has been one
of the best/ most helpful people I have worked with’

‘The contractors were extremely
professional at all times.
They were a pleasure to work with and
tidied thoroughly as promised daily.
Excellent/ outstanding team & service’

‘Ref: ACMS (Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning) Contractors.
We have much pleasure in providing this reference in support of the above company.
Having experienced firsthand the fantastic achievements provided by ACMS during a demanding and difficult
installation of Heating, Ventilation and new Air Conditioning system.
These works were carried out in an extremely professional manner with fully qualified, competent and very
knowledgeable staff. This was evident from management level through to the installation engineers.
Working under difficult live working office conditions and also unsocial night shift work patterns this
substantial project was carried out and completed with the highest levels of skills, attention to detail and
commitment.
It must also be said that the sometimes difficult programme was always achieved and completed within the
projected timescale together with all the supporting documented evidence including O&M manuals.
In essence this was an excellent project carried out by a skilled company. We would have absolutely no
hesitation in recommending their services to any potential client of ACMS and would be most happy to engage
their services for any future works we have were at ZF TRW. ‘

Over our long history one thing that has remained unchanged
is our total commitment to the client

‘I have just finished having a conversation with both Adam and
Luke and they have been very diligent and honest in explaining
everything to me about the condition of the existing units,
Thank You for sending these engineers out to the site.’

‘Following yesterday’s handover at Lloyds Shotton, I would like to take the opportunity
to thank you all for your efforts in making this project a great success.
The project achieved the FLAWLESS benchmark and we received excellent feedback
from the branch manager, regional director as well as our client's property team.
Can you please pass my thanks on to your site teams and I look forward to working with
you all in future projects.’

‘ACMS performed exceptionally
well on this project.
Major structural issues were
identified with the existing
brick flue when lining was due
to take place and they managed
the extra works needed
exceptionally well.
I have always been impressed
with this company having
known and worked with them
on projects for over 30 years.’

‘ACMS were very conscientious about their work
on site.
They were keen to help and input into resolving
day to day issues.
They were able to deliver a significant amount of
work in a very tight timescale to a very good
standard.’

‘From the outset of the project Steve Walker (Contracts Director)
gave an exceptional level of service which continued throughout
the project. He actively contributed to Value engineering
solutions which the client greatly appreciated.
The project was run efficiently and on programme. ACMS had a
very good understanding of the project specifications and
requirements which resulted in minimal issues throughout. I
would have no hesitation in recommending ACMS for future
projects. ‘

‘WHAT WE ARE DOING TODAY’

Design, Supply, Installation, Maintenance & Service of Air Conditioning, Heating and Ventilation Systems

Commercial - Financial - Hotel & Leisure - Education - Healthcare - Judicial - Manufacturing

‘Delivering projects on time, to budget and with
minimum disruption to our clients and end users’
‘Working with leading manufacturers to provide
innovative, valued engineered solutions to clients needs’

‘AND THE FUTURE’
‘Continue to meet and exceed
our client’s expectations’

‘Maintain our absolute commitment
to client satisfaction’
‘Strive to remain at the forefront of the
industry in terms of changes in legislation
and new technology’

‘High standards of service,
quality and ideals’

‘Work with leading manufacturers who are
at the cutting edge of technology’

‘Continually develop our
management systems to
improve service to our clients’

